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8 Types of Support
1. Opportunities for evaluation: All teachers need opportunities to both self-evaluate their practice 

according to the standards of your district or state, and receive evaluative feedback from their in-
structional leaders. Evaluation gives teachers a chance to see what they are doing well, identify goals 
for improvement, and detect holes in their practice that need to be addressed. 

2. Opportunities for elaboration: Teachers need a chance to think critically about effective teaching, 
discuss best practices, and deepen their understanding of effective pedagogy. Worked examples, 
case studies, facilitated discussions of the standards both for teaching and those located in the 
curriculum give teachers a chance to consider what good teaching is, think through best practices, 
better understand what is required and expected of them as teachers, and apply their understanding 
to their own practice. 

3. Opportunities for observation: Teachers can be extremely isolated. They rarely get the opportuni-
ty to observe other teachers in action. But this kind of observation is critical for expanding their own 
repertoire of skills and helping them think critically about their practice. Teachers need to see exam-
ples and non-examples of effective practice. Taking teachers on walk-throughs, having them observe 
and discuss other lessons, and having them provide peer feedback to one another not only gives 
them exemplars of good practice, it helps them think critically about what works and doesn’t work in 
their own classroom.

4. Opportunities for practice: With the stakes so high these days, many teachers do not have the 
chance to practice authentically. They are so afraid that if they make a mistake, they will be fired. But, 
if they are going to improve, teachers need a chance to practice and refine their skills in a non-evalu-
ative environment. In order to make practice effective, have teachers set and monitor their goals and 
build in frequent opportunities for them to receive non-evaluative feedback on the specific skill they 
are practicing. This feedback need not come from you; teachers can collect feedback from students, 
examine changes in student data, or seek feedback from other colleagues.

5. Opportunities for feedback: In addition to the informal feedback teachers collect as they practice, 
they also need more formal feedback that lets them know how well they are progressing towards 
their goals. Providing teachers with feedback specific to their goals helps teachers refine their prac-
tice, seek other opportunities for growth, and monitor the effectiveness of their growth process.

6. Opportunities for coaching: Many teachers need additional coaching to help them refine their 
practice. Providing teachers with subject-specific or curriculum-based coaching can help them 
quickly acquire expertise. Again, the coaching need not come from the teacher’s direct supervisor. 
Instead, it can come from a colleague, district-based instructional coach, or a curriculum specialist in 
the district.
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7. Opportunities for collaboration: In many ways, teachers often learn best from other teach-
ers. Pairing or grouping teachers to co-plan, co-teach, provide peer feedback, etc. allows 
teachers to learn from each other. 

8. Opportunities for reflection: Many teachers are so busy that they often don’t take time for 
reflection. Engaging teachers in reflective conversations, providing professional development 
opportunities that foster reflection, and modeling reflection yourself can help teachers examine 
their practice, set or refine goals, and ultimately improve their teaching.


